In real-world, our DNA is unique but many people share names.
INTRODUCTION
Name disambiguation [3, 10, 30, 32, 33] is an important problem, which has numerous applications in information retrieval, counterterrorism, and bibliographic data analysis. In information retrieval, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for pro t or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the rst page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permi ed. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior speci c permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore. © 2016 ACM. ISBN 978-1-4503-4918-5/17/11. . . $15.00 DOI: h ps://doi.org/10.1145/3132847.3132873 name disambiguation is critical for sanitizing search results of ambiguous queries. For example, an online search query for "Michael Jordan" may retrieve pages of former US basketball player, the pages of UC Berkeley machine learning professor, and the pages of other persons having that name, and name disambiguation is necessary to split those pages into homogeneous groups. In counter-terrorism, such an exercise is essential before inserting a person's pro le in a law enforcement database; failing to do so may cause severe trouble to many innocent persons who are namesakes of a potential criminal. Evidently, name disambiguation is particularly important in the elds of bibliometrics and library science. is is due to the fact that many distinct authors share the same name reference as the rst name of an author is typically wri en in abbreviated form in the citation of many scienti c articles. us, bibliographic servers that maintain such data may mistakenly aggregate the articles from multiple scholars (sharing the same name) into a unique pro le in some digital repositories. For an example, the Google scholar pro le associated with the name "Yang Chen" (GS) 1 is veri ed as the pro le page of a Computer Graphics PhD candidate at Purdue University, but based on our labeling, more than 20 distinct persons' publications are mixed under that pro le mistakenly. Such mistakes in library science over-or under-estimate a researcher's citation related impact metrics.
Due to its importance, the name disambiguation task has attracted substantial a ention from information retrieval and data mining communities. However, the majority of existing solutions [1, 3, 12, 15] for this task use biographical features such as name, address, institutional a liation, email address, and homepage. Also, contextual features such as collaborator, community a liation, and external data source such as Wikipedia are used in some works [13, 15] . Using biographical features is acceptable for disambiguation of authors in bibliometrics domain, but in many scenarios, for example in the national security related applications, biographical features are hard to obtain, or they may even be illegal to obtain unless a security analyst has the appropriate level of security clearance. Besides, in real-world social networks (e.g., Twi er, Facebook, and LinkedIn), some users may choose a strict privacy se ing that restricts the visibility of their pro le information and posts. For such privacy-preserving scenarios, many existing name disambiguation techniques [10, 12, 15, 22, 27] , which compute document similarity using biographical a ributes are not applicable.
In recent years, a few works have emerged where name disambiguation task in privacy-preserving se ing has been considered [14, 32] . ese works use relational data in the form of an anonymized person-person collaboration graph, and solve name disambiguation by using graph topological features. us they preserve the privacy of a user. Authors of [14] use graphlet kernels based classi cation model and the authors of [32] use Markov clustering based unsupervised approach. However, both of these works only consider a binary classi cation task, predicting whether a given person-node in the graph is ambiguous or non-ambiguous. is is far from a traditional name disambiguation task which partitions the records pertaining to a given name reference into di erent groups, each belonging to a unique person. Another limitation of the existing works is that they only utilize the person-person collaboration network, which does not generally yield a good disambiguation performance. ere are other information, such as person-document association information and document-document similarity information, which can also be exploited for obtaining improved name disambiguation, yet preserving the user's privacy.
In this work, we solve the name disambiguation task by using only relational information. For a given name reference, our proposed method pre-processes the input data as three graphs: personperson graph representing collaboration between a pair of persons, person-document graph representing association of a person with a document and document-document similarity graph. ese graphs are appropriately anonymized, as such, the vertices of these graphs are represented by a unique pseudo-random identi er. Nodal features (such as, biographical information of a person-node, or keywords of a document-node) of any of the above three graphs are not used, which makes the proposed method privacy-preserving.
In the graph representation, the name disambiguation task becomes a graph clustering task of the document-document graph, with the objective that each cluster contains documents pertained to a unique real-life person. A traditional method to cluster a homogeneous network cannot facilitate information exchange among the three graphs, so we propose a novel representation learning model, which embeds the vertices of these graphs into a shared low dimensional latent space by using a joint objective function. e objective function of our representation learning task utilizes pairwise similarity ranking which is di erent from the typical objective functions used in the existing document embedding methods, such as LINE [24] and PTE [23] ; the la er ones are based on K-L divergence between empirical similarity distribution and embedding similarity distribution. K-L divergence works over the entire distribution vector and it works well for document labeling or topic modeling, but not so for clustering. On the other hand, our objective function is be er suited for a downstream clustering task because it directly optimizes the pairwise distance between similar and dissimilar documents, thus making the document vectors disambiguation-aware in the embedded space, as such, a traditional hierarchical clustering of the vectors in the embedded space generates excellent name disambiguation performance. Experimental comparison with several state-of-the-art name disambiguation methods-both traditional and network embedding-based-show that the proposed method is signi cantly be er than the existing methods on multiple real-life name disambiguation datasets.
e key contributions of this work are summarized as below:
(1) We solve the name disambiguation task by using only linked data from network topological information. e work is motivated by the growing demand for big data analysis without violating the user privacy in security sensitive domains.
(2) We propose a network embedding based solution that leverages linked structures of a variety of anonymized networks in order to represent each document into a lowdimensional vector space for solving the name disambiguation task. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the rst one to adopt a representation learning framework for name disambiguation in anonymized graphs. (3) For representation learning, we present a novel pairwise ranking based objective, which is particularly suitable for solving the name disambiguation task by clustering. (4) We use two real-life bibliographic datasets for evaluating the disambiguation performance of our solution. e results demonstrate the superiority of our proposed method over the state-of-the-art methodologies for name disambiguation in privacy-preserving setup.
RELATED WORK
ere exist a large number of works on name disambiguation [3, 10] . In terms of methodologies, existing works have considered supervised [1, 10] , unsupervised [3, 11] , and probabilistic relational models [21, 22, 33] . In the supervised se ing, Han et al. [10] proposed supervised name disambiguation methodologies by utilizing Naive Bayes and SVM. In these works, a distinct real-life entity can be considered as a class, and the objective is to classify each record to one of the classes. For the unsupervised name disambiguation, the records are partitioned into several clusters with the goal of obtaining a partition where each cluster contains records from a unique entity. For example, Han et al. [11] used K-way spectral clustering for name disambiguation in bibliographical data. Recently, probabilistic relational models, especially graphical models have also been considered for the name disambiguation task. For instance, [22] proposed to use Markov Random Fields to address name disambiguation in a uni ed probabilistic framework.
Most existing solutions to the name disambiguation task use either biographical a ributes, or auxiliary features that are collected from external sources. However, the a empt of extracting biographical or external data sustains the risk of privacy violation. To address this issue, a few works [14, 17, 20, 32] have considered name disambiguation using anonymized graphs without leveraging the node a ributes. e central idea of this type of works is to exploit graph topological features to solve the name disambiguation problem without intruding user privacy through the collection of bibliographical a ributes. For example, authors in [14] characterized the similarity between two nodes based on their local neighborhood structures using graph kernels and solved the name disambiguation problem using SVM. However, the major drawback of the proposed method in [14] is that it can only detect entities that should be disambiguated, but fails to further partition the documents into their corresponding homogeneous groups. Authors in [20, 32] proposed an unsupervised solution to name disambiguation in an anonymized graph by exploiting the time-stamped network topology around a vertex. However, it also su ers from the similar issue as described above. Our proposed solution utilizes a network representation learning based approach [2, 4, 7, 9, 19, [23] [24] [25] [26] ]-a rather recent development in machine learning. Many of these methods are inspired by word embedding based language model [18] . Di erent from traditional graph embedding methods, such as Laplacian Eigenmaps [5, 6] , the recently proposed network embedding methods, such as Deep-Walk [19] , LINE [24] , PTE [23] , and Node2Vec [9] , are more scalable and have shown be er performance in node classi cation and link prediction tasks. Among these works, LINE [24] nds embedding of documents by using document-document similarity matrix, whereas our work uses multiple networks and performs a joint learning. PTE [23] performs a joint learning of multiple input graphs, but PTE needs labeled data. Finally, the embedding formulation and optimization of our proposed method is di erent than LINE or PTE. Speci cally, we use a ranking based loss function as our objective function whereas mostly all the existing methods use K-L divergence based objective function.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
We rst introduce notations used in this paper. roughout the paper, bold uppercase le er (e.g., X) denotes a matrix, bold lowercase le er such as x i denotes a column vector, and (·) T denotes vector transpose. X F is the Frobenius norm of matrix X. Calligraphic uppercase le er (e.g., X) is used to denote a set and |X| is the cardinality of the set X.
For a given name reference a, we denote D a = {d a 1 ,d a 2 , ...,d a N } to be a set of N documents with which a is associated and A a = {a 1 ,a 2 , ...,a M } is the collaborator set of a in D a , where a A a . If there is no ambiguity we remove the superscript a in the notations of both D a and A a and refer the terms as D and A, respectively. For illustration, in bibliographic eld, D can be the set of scholarly publications where a is one of the authors and A is the set of a's coauthors. In real-life, the given name reference a can be associated with multiple persons (say L) all sharing the same name. e task of name disambiguation is to partition D into L disjoint sets such that each partition contains documents of a unique person entity with name reference a.
ough it may appear as a simple clustering problem, name disambiguation is challenging on real-life data. is is due to the fact that it requires solving a highly class-imbalanced clustering task, as the number of documents associated with a distinct person follows a power-law distribution. We demonstrate it through an example from the bibliographic domain. In Figure 1 , we show a histogram of paper counts of various real-life persons named "S Lee" in CiteSeerX 2 . As we can observe, there are a few real-life authors (dominant entities) with the name "S Lee" to whom the majority of the publications belong. Only a few publications belong to each of the remaining real-life authors with name "S Lee". Due to this severe class imbalance issue, majority of traditional clustering methods perform poorly on this task. Sophisticated machine learning models, like the one we propose below are needed for solving this task. is example is from bibliographic domain, but power-law distribution of possession is common in every aspect of real-life, so we expect this challenge to hold in other domains as well.
In this study, we investigate the name disambiguation problem in a restricted setup, where bibliographical features and information from external sources are not considered so that the risk of privacy violation can be alleviated. Instead, we formulate the problem using graphs in which each node has been assigned an anonymized identi er, and network topological structure is the only information available. Speci cally, our solution encodes the local neighborhood structures accumulated from three di erent networks into a proposed network embedding model, which generates a k-dimensional vector representation for each document. e networks are personperson network, person-document network, and linked document network, which we formally de ne as below:
De nition 3.1 (Person-Person Network). For a given name reference x, the person-person network, denoted as G pp = (A x ,E pp ), captures collaboration between a pair of persons within the collection of documents associated with x. A x is the collaborator set, and e i j ∈ E pp represents the edge between the persons, a i and a j , who collaborated in at least one document. e weight w i j of the edge e i j is de ned as the number of distinct documents in which a i and a j have collaborated. e person-person network is important because the inter-person acquaintances represented by collaboration relation can be used to discriminate the set of documents of multiple real-life persons. However, the collaboration network does not account for the fact that the documents associated with the same real-life person are inherently similar; person-document network and document-document network cover for this shortcoming.
De nition 3.2 (Person-Document Network). Person-Document Network, represented as G pd = (A ∪ D,E pd ), is a bipartite network where D is the set of documents with which the name reference a is associated and A is the set of collaborators of a over all the documents in D. E pd is the set of edges between persons and documents. e edge weight w i j between a person node a i and document d j is simply de ned as the number of times a i appears in document d j . For a bibliographic dataset, a i is simply an author of the document d j and the weight w i j = 1.
De nition 3.3 (Linked Document Network). Document-Document
Network, represented as G dd = (D,E dd ), where each vertex d i ∈ D is a document. If two documents d i and d j are similar (more discussion is forthcoming), we build an edge between them represented as e i j ∈ E dd .
ere are several ways document-document similarity can be captured. For instance, one can nd word co-occurrence between di erent documents to compute this similarity. However, we refrained from using word co-occurrence due to the privacy concern as sometimes a list of a set of unique words can reveal the identity Session 7B: Privacy Preserving Data Mining CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore of a person [31] . Instead we de ne document-document similarity through a combination of person-person and person-document relationships. Two documents are similar if the intersection of their collaborator-sets is large (by using person-document relationship) or if the intersection of one-hop neighbors of their collaboratorsets is large (by using both person-document and person-person relationships). e above de nition of document similarity captures two important pa erns which facilitate e ective name disambiguation by document clustering. First, there is a high chance for two documents to be authored by the same real-life person, if they have a large number of overlapping collaborators. Second, even if they do not have any overlapping collaborators, large overlap in the neighbors of their collaborators signals that the documents are most likely authored by the same person. For both cases, these two documents should be placed in close proximity in the embedded space. Mathematically, we denote A 1 d i as the collaborator set of d i . Furthermore,
is the set of neighbors of node b in person-person network G pp . en the document similarity between d i and d j in the graph G dd is simply de ned as
Based on our problem formulation, the name disambiguation solution consists of two phases: (1) document representation (2) disambiguation. We discuss them as below:
Given a name reference a, its associated document set D a (which we want to disambiguate) and the collaborator set A a , the document representation phase rst constructs corresponding personperson network G pp , person-document bipartite network G pd , and linked document network G dd . en our proposed document representation model combines structural information from these three networks to generate a k-dimensional document embedding matrix D = [d T 1 , ..., d T N ] ∈ IR N ×k . en the disambiguation phase takes the document embedding matrix D as input and applies the hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) with group average merging criteria to partition N documents in D a into L disjoint sets with the expectation that each set is composed of documents of a unique person entity sharing the name reference a. At this stage, L is a user-de ned parameter which we match with the ground truth during the evaluation phase. In real-life though, a user needs to tune the parameter L which can easily be done with HAC, because HAC provides hierarchical organization of clusters at all levels starting from a single cluster upto the case of single-instance cluster, and a user can recover clustering for any value of L as needed without additional cost. Also, across di erent L values the cluster assignment of HAC is consistent (i.e., two instances that are in the same cluster for some L value will remain in the same cluster for any smaller L value), which further helps in choosing an appropriate L value.
METHOD
In this section, we discuss our proposed representation learning model for name disambiguation. Our goal is to encode the local neighborhood structures captured by the three networks (see Definitions 3.1 3.2 3.3) into the k-dimensional document embedding matrix with strong name disambiguation ability.
Model Formulation
e main intuition of our network embedding model is that neighboring nodes in a graph should have more similar vector representation in the embedding space than non-neighboring nodes. For instance, in linked document network, the a nity between two neighboring vertices d i and d j , i.e., e i j ∈ G dd should be larger than the a nity between two non-neighboring vertices d i and d t , i.e., e it G dd . e a nity score between two nodes d i and d j in G dd can be calculated as the inner product of their corresponding embedding representations, denoted as S dd i j = d T i d j . More speci cally, we model the probability of preserving ranking order S dd i j > S dd it using the logistic function σ (x ) = 1 1+e −x . Mathematically,
where S dd i jt is de ned as below:
As we observe from Equation 1, the larger S dd i jt , the more likely ranking order S dd i j > S dd it is preserved. By assuming all the ranking orders generated from the linked document network G dd to be independent, the probability P (> |D) of all the ranking orders being preserved given the document embedding matrix D ∈ IR N ×k is de ned as below:
where P G dd and N G dd are positive and negative training sets in G dd . From the Equation 3, the goal is to seek the document latent representation D for all nodes in linked document network G dd , which maximizes P (> |D). For the computational convenience, we minimize the following sum of negative log-likelihood objective, which is shown as follows:
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e formulation shown in Equation 4 constructs a probabilistic framework for distinguishing between neighbor nodes and nonneighbor nodes in a linked document network by preserving a ranking order objective function.
Using the identical argument, the objective functions for capturing person-person and person-document relations are given as below:
where A ∈ IR M ×k can be thought as the person embedding matrix and M is the number of persons in the collaborator set A. S pp i j represents the a nity score between two nodes a i and a j in collaboration graph G pp , and S pd i j denotes the a nity score between two nodes d i and a j in heterogeneous bipartite graph G pd . Finally, P G pp and N G pp are positive and negative training sets in G pp , P G pd and N G pd are positive and negative training sets in G pd respectively. e goal of proposed network embedding framework is to unify these three types of relations together, where the person and document vertices are shared across these three networks. An intuitive manner is to collectively embed these three networks, which can be achieved by minimizing the following objective function:
where λRe (A, D) in Equation 7 is a l 2 -norm regularization term to prevent the model from over ing. Here for the computational convenience, we set Re (A, D) as A 2 F + D 2 F . Such pairwise ranking loss objective is in the similar spirit to the Bayesian Personalized Ranking [8, 29] , which aims to predict the interaction between users and items in recommender system domain.
Model Optimization
We use stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm for optimizing Equation 7 . Speci cally, in each step we sample the training instances involved in person-person, person-document, and document-document relations accordingly. e sampling strategy of positive instances is based on edge sampling [23] . Speci cally, for example, in linked document network G dd , given an arbitrary node d i , we sample one of its neighbors d j , i.e., (d i ,d j ) ∈ P G dd , with the probability proportional to the edge weight for the model update.
On the other hand, for sampling of negative instances, we utilize uniform sampling technique. In particular, given the sampled node d i , we sample an arbitrary negative instance d t uniformly, namely 
Using the similar chain rule derivation, the gradient of the objective function OB w.r.t. d j and d t can be obtained as follows:
en embedding vectors d i , d j , and d t are updated as below:
where α is the learning rate. Likewise, when the training instances come from person-person network, and person-document bipartite network, we update their Session 7B: Privacy Preserving Data Mining CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore corresponding gradients accordingly. We omit the detailed derivations here since they are very similar to the aforementioned ones.
Algorithm 1 Network Embedding based Name Disambiguation in Anonymized Graphs
Input: name reference a, dimension k, λ, α, L Output: document embedding matrix D and its clustering membership set C 1: Given name reference a, construct its associated D a , A a , G pp , Update involved parameters using SGD as described in Section 4.2 6: end for 7: Given D and L, perform HAC to partition N documents in D a into L disjoint sets for name disambiguation 8: return D, C = {c 1 ,c 2 , ...,c N }
Pseudo-code and Complexity Analysis
e pseudo-code of the proposed network embedding method for name disambiguation under anonymized graphs is summarized in Algorithm 1. e entire process consists of two phases: network embedding for document representation and name disambiguation by clustering. Speci cally, given a name reference a and its associated document set D a we aim to disambiguate, we rst prepare the training instances in Line 1-2. Line 3 initializes the person and document embedding matrices A and D by randomly sampling elements from uniform distribution [−0.2, 0.2]. en we train our proposed network embedding model and update A and D using the training samples based on the SGD optimization in Line 4-6. en given the obtained document embedding matrix D and L, in Line 7, we perform HAC to partition N documents in D a into L disjoint sets such that each partition contains documents of a unique person entity with name reference a. Finally in Line 8, we return document embedding matrix D and its clustering membership set
For the time complexity analysis, for the document embedding, when the training sample is (d i ,d j ) ∈ P G dd , as observed from Equations 8, 9 and 11, the cost of calculating gradient of OB w.r.t. d i and d j , and updating d i and d j are both O(k ). Similar analysis can be applied when training instances are from P G pp , N G pp , P G pd , N G pd , N G dd . erefore, the total computational cost is 2 * |P G pp |+ 2 * |P G pd | + 2 * |P G dd | O(k ). For the name disambiguation, the computational cost of hierarchical clustering is O(N 2 lo N ) [28] . So the total computational complexity of Algorithm 1 is 2 * |P G pp | + 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We perform several experiments to validate the performance of our proposed network embedding method for solving the name disambiguation task in a privacy-preserving se ing using only linked data. We also compare our method with various other methods to demonstrate its superiority over those methods.
Datasets
A key challenge for the evaluation of name disambiguation task is the lack of availability of labeled datasets from diverse application domains. In recent years, the bibliographic repository sites, Arnetminer 3 and CiteSeerX 4 have published several ambiguous author name references along with respective ground truths (paper list of each real-life author), which we use for evaluation. From each of these two sources, we use 10 highly ambiguous (having a larger number of distinct authors for a given name) name references and show the performance of our method on these name references. e statistics of name references in Arnetminer and CiteSeerX datasets are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 , respectively. In these tables, for each name reference, we show the number of documents, and the number of distinct authors associated with that name reference. It is important to understand that the name disambiguation model is built on a name reference, not on a source dataset such as, Arnetminer or CiteSeerX as a whole, so each name reference is a distinct dataset on which the evaluation is performed.
Competing Methods
To validate the disambiguation performance of our proposed approach, we compare it against 9 di erent methods. For a fair comparison, all of these methods accommodate the name disambiguation using only relational data. Among all the competing methods, Rand, AuthorList, and AuthorList-NNMF are a set of primitive baselines that we have designed. But, the remaining methods are taken from recently published works. For instance, GF, DeepWalk, LINE, Node2Vec, and PTE are existing state-of-the-art approaches for vertex embedding, which we use for name disambiguation by clustering the documents using HAC in the embedding space similar to our approach. Graphlet based graph kernel methods (GL3, GL4) are existing state-of-the-art approaches for name disambiguation in anonymized graphs. More details of each of the competing methods are given below. For each method, for a given name reference, a list of documents need to be partitioned among L (user de ned) di erent clusters.
(1) Rand:
is naive method randomly assigns one of existing classes to the associated documents.
(2) AuthorList: Given the associated documents, we rst aggregate the author-list of all documents in an author-array, then de ne a binary feature for each author, indicating his presence or absence in the author-list of that document. Finally we use HAC with the generated author-list as features for disambiguation task.
(3) AuthorList-NNMF: We perform Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NNMF) on the generated author-list features the same way described above. en the latent features from NNMF are used in a HAC framework for disambiguation task. (4) Graph Factorization (GF) [16] : We rst represent co-authorship network G pp and the linked document network G dd as a nity matrices, and then utilize matrix factorization technique to represent each document into low-dimensional vector. Note that GF is optimized via a point-wise regression model that minimizes a square loss function. However, in our proposed embedding approach, the objective aims to minimize a ranking loss function, which is substantially di erent from GF. (5) DeepWalk [19] : DeepWalk is an approach recently proposed for network embedding, which is only applicable for homogeneous network with binary edges. Given G pp and G dd , we use uniform random walk to obtain the contextual information of its neighborhood for document embedding 5 . (6) LINE [24] : LINE aims to learn the document embedding that preserves both the rst-order and second-order proximities 6 . Note that LINE can only handle the embedding of homogeneous network and the embedding formulation and optimization are quite di erent from the one proposed in our work. (7) Node2Vec [9] : Similar to DeepWalk, Node2Vec designs a biased random walk procedure for document embedding. 7 . (8) PTE [23] : Predictive Text Embedding (PTE) framework aims to capture the relations of word-word, word-document, and wordlabel. However, such keyword and label based biographical features are not available in the anonymized setup. Instead we utilize local structural information of both G pp and G pd networks to learn the document embedding. However, this approach is not able to capture the linked information among documents. (9) Graph Kernel [14] : In this work, size-3 graphlets (GL3) and size-4 graphlets (GL4) are used to build graph kernels, which measure the similarity between documents. en the learned similarity metric is used as features in HAC for name disambiguation. As we see, both kernels only use network topological information. 8 
Experimental Setting and Implementation
For each of the 20 name references, we perform name disambiguation task using our proposed method and each of the competing methods to demonstrate that our proposed method is superior than the competing methods. For evaluation metric, we use Macro-F1 measure [28] , which is the unweighted average of F1 measure of each class. e range of Macro-F1 measure is between 0 and 1, and a higher value indicates be er disambiguation performance. Besides comparison with competing methodologies, we also perform experiments to show that our method is robust against the variation of user de ned parameters (speci cally, embedding dimension and the number of clusters) over a wide range of parameter values. Experiments are also performed to show how the embedding model performs with each of the three types of networks (personperson, person-document, and document-document) incrementally added. Finally, we show the convergence of the learning model while performing the document embedding phase.
ere are a few user de ned parameters in our proposed embedding model. e rst among these is the embedding dimension k, which we set to be 20. For the regularization parameter in model inference (see Section 4.2), we perform grid search on the validation set in the following range: λ = {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10}. In addition to that, we x the learning rate α = 0.02. For the disambiguation stage, we use the actual number of classes L of each name reference as input to perform HAC. For both data processing and model implementation, we implement our own code in Python and use NumPy, SciPy, scikit-learn, and Networkx libraries for linear algebra, machine learning, and graph operations. We run all the experiments on a 2.1 GHz Machine with 8GB memory running Linux operating system.
Comparison among Various Name
Disambiguation Methods Table 3 and Table 4 show the performance comparison of name disambiguation between our proposed method and other competing methods for all 20 name references (one table for ArnetMiner names, and the other for CiteSeerX names). In both tables, the rows correspond to the name references and the columns (2 to 12) stand for various methods. e competing methods are grouped logically. e rst group includes the baseline methods that we have designed such as random predictor (Rand) and methods using low-dimensional factorization of author-list for clustering. e second group includes various state-of-the-art network embedding methodologies, and the third group includes two methods using graphlet based graph kernels. e cell values are the performance of a method using Macro-F1 score for disambiguation of documents 8 e kernel values are obtained by source code supplied by the original authors under a given name reference. e last column shows the overall improvement of our proposed method compared with the best competing method. Since SGD based optimization technique in our proposed embedding model is a randomized method, for each name reference we execute the method 10 times and report the average Macro-F1 score. For our method, we also show the standard deviation in the parenthesis. 9 For be er visual comparison, we highlight the best Macro-F1 score of each name reference with bold-face font.
As we observe, our proposed embedding model performs the best for 9 and 8 name references (out of 10) in Table 3, and Table 4 , respectively. Besides, the overall percentage improvement that our method delivers over the second best method is relatively large. For an example, consider the name "S Lee" shown in the last row of Table 4 . is is a di cult disambiguation task; from Table 2 , it has 1091 documents and 74 distinct real-life authors ! A random predictor (Rand) obtains a Macro-F1 of only 0.057 due to the large number of classes. Whereas our method achieves 0.624 Macro-F1 score for this name reference; the second best method for this name (GF) achieves only 0.345, indicating a substantial improvement (80.9%) by our method. e relatively good performance of our proposed method across all the name references is due to the fact that the method is able to learn document embedding, which is 9 Standard deviation for other competing methods are not shown due to the space limit.
particularly suited for the name disambiguation task by facilitating information exchange among the three networks (see Section 3).
Among the competing methods, AuthorList based methods perform poorly because the binary features are not intelligent enough to disambiguate documents, even a er using traditional low dimensional embedding by non-negative matrix factorization. Graph kernel based methods such as GL3 and GL4 also have similar fate; the possible reason could be that the size-3 and size-4 graphlet structures are not decisive pa erns to distinguish documents authored by di erent persons. On the other hand, embedding based methods are much be er as they are able to learn e ective features, which bring the documents authored by the same real-life person in close proximity in the feature space. is nding justi es our approach of choosing a document embedding method for solving name disambiguation. Among the competing network embedding based approaches, as we can observe from all name references, no single method emerges as a clear winner. To be more precise, PTE performs poorly as it fails to incorporate linked structural information among the documents. Both GF and LINE outperform DeepWalk in majority of name references. is is because Deep-Walk ignores the weights of the edges, which is considered to be very important in the linked document network. However, neither of embedding based competing methods could encode the document co-occurrence by exploiting the information from multiple networks, which is exploited by our proposed model. Besides, as 
Macro-F1
Arnetminer CiteSeerX Figure 2 : e e ects of embedding dimension on the name disambiguation performance mentioned earlier, our similarity ranking based objective function is be er suited than the K-L divergence based objective functions for placing the nodes in the embedding space for facilitating a downstream clustering task. is is possibly a signi cant reason for our method to show superior performance over the existing network embedding based methods.
Parameter Sensitivity of Embedding Dimension
We also perform experiment to show how the embedding dimension k a ects the disambiguation performance of our proposed method. Speci cally, we vary the number of embedding dimension k as {10, 20, 30, 40, 50}. For the sake of space, in each of the datasets, we show the average results over all the 10 name references. e disambiguation results are given in Figure 2 . As we observe, for both datasets, as the dimension of embeddings increases, the disambiguation performance in terms of Macro-F1 rst increases and then decreases. e possible explanation could be that when the embedding dimension is too small, the embedding representation capability is not su cient. However, when the embedding dimension is too large, the proposed embedding model may over t the data, leading to the unsatisfactory disambiguation performance.
Performance Comparison over the Number of Clusters
One of the potential problems for name disambiguation is to determine the number of real-life persons L under a given name reference, because in real-life L is generally unknown a-priori. So a method whose performance is superior over a range of L values should be preferred. For this comparison, a er learning the document representation, we use various L values as input in the HAC for name disambiguation and record the Macro-F1 score over di erent L for the competing methods. In our experiment, we compare Macro-F1 value of our method with two other best performing methods over several names, but due to space limitation, we show this result only for one name ("Lei Wang" in Arnetminer) using bar-charts in Figure 3 . In this gure, we compare the performance di erences between our method with two other best performing methods (GF and LINE) as we vary L as {40, 45, 50, 55, 60}. Note that the actual number of distinct authors under "Lei Wang" is 48 as shown in Table 1 . As we can see, our proposed method always outperforms the state-of-the-art with all di erent L values, and the overall improvement of our method over these two methods is statistically signi cant with a p-value of less than 0.01. Because of the robustness of our proposed embedding method for name disambiguation regardless of L values, this is a be er method for the real-life application.
Component Contribution Analysis
Our proposed network embedding model is composed of three types of networks, namely person-person, person-document, and linked document networks (explained in Section 3). In this section we study the contribution of each of the three components for the task of name disambiguation by incrementally adding the components in the network embedding model. Speci cally, we rst rank each individual component by its disambiguation performance in terms of Macro-F1, then add the components one by one in the order of their disambiguation power. In particular, we rst add person-document graph, followed by linked document graph, and person-person graph. Figure 4 shows the name disambiguation performance in terms of Macro-F1 value using our proposed network embedding model with di erent component combinations.
As we see from the gure, a er adding each component, we observe improvements for both datasets, in which the results are averaged out over all the 10 name references.
Convergence Analysis
We further investigate the convergence of proposed network embedding algorithm shown in Section 4. Figure 5 shows the convergence analysis of our method under the name reference "Lei Wang" from Arnetminer. For each epoch, we sample E pp + E pd + E dd training instances to update the corresponding model embedding vectors. We can observe that our proposed network embedding approach converges approximately within 50 epochs and achieves promising convergence results on both pairwise ranking based objective loss and AUC. However, as shown in Equation 7, the objective function in our proposed embedding model is not convex, thus reaching global optimal solution using SGD based optimization technique is a fairly challenging task. e possible remedy could be to decrease the learning rate α in SGD when number of epochs increases. Another strategy is to try multiple runs with di erent seeds initialization. Similar convergence pa erns are observed for other name references as well.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, in this paper we propose a novel representation learning based solution to address the name disambiguation problem.
Our proposed representation learning model uses a pairwise ranking objective function which clusters the documents belonging to a single person be er than other existing network embedding methods. Besides, the proposed solution uses only the relational data, so it is particularly useful for name disambiguation in anonymized network, where node a ributes are not available due to the privacy concern. Our experimental results on multiple datasets show that our proposed method signi cantly outperforms many of the existing state-of-the-arts for name disambiguation.
